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Facing the Future Winnie Lai
“Migrant workers” have been around for many years, making up 

70% of China’s floating population at present. Their identity is 

indeed peculiar: to urbanites, they are newcomers from villages; to 

villagers, they have already left the village and are no longer 

farmers. Yet since they do not have a hukou in cities, it 

is very rare that their next generation can receive good 

education. Their children usually have to start working after 

junior secondary, and some can only complete primary school. Poverty is like a curse 

that never stops haunting them.

The term “migrant children” refers to children aged 6 to 15 who migrate from villages 

to cities with their parents. According to statistics, there are currently 3 million migrant 

children in China beset with plights in education. From the kids we have come into 

contact, we understand that attending junior secondary is a major barrier. Even though 

they can attend public schools, the fees for incidentals increase – to the extent that 

some parents make it clear that they can only afford the children till Secondary Three, 

and the kids will have to be self-reliant thereafter. In the course of conversation with these 

Primary Six students, we also felt the pressure on them.

From our ministry in the past year, the Little Ones found out that these Primary Six 

students felt at a loss about their future. Some of them are sent back to 

villages for schooling due to economic reasons, 

and as they live on their own, they become 

“left-behind children”.

In view of this, the Little Ones has 

decided to expand the Love Lunch 

Sponsorship Program and Food 

Parcel Program to secondary schools 

in the coming academic year, with the 

aim of alleviating the burden of these 

children. We will also encourage local 

university students to care about these kids, 

spreading and passing on the idea of a cup of cold 

water, in the hope that it will gradually become one of the core 

values of the younger generations in China.

 Jin Dian
This summer camp has been the most meaningful trip 

I have had in the 20 years of my life. We ended each 

day in the camp with a sharing session. Even though we 

were exhausted and sweating, we were all very serious 

and we worked very hard. We were busy but enriched, 

tired but excited. As I looked back and saw the kids beaming, 

I smiled, and that’s enough.

Indeed, we were not able to take care of every single kid. But when you take out the photo 

someday and look again, you will realize how warm and pleasant it has been. During our 

two-day camp, the noise in the classroom had never stopped. Whenever these innocent 

kids had questions, they would simply shout, “teacher!” and utter their confusion. They were 

all totally engrossed in the activities.

Indeed, there were kids who did not cooperate. In fact, that was a signal for us, telling us 

that these kids need to be cared of, and they need to be loved. Even though in retrospect, 

what we had done was very little, it had brought so much joy and warmth to the children!

During our home visit, as the kids led us to their home – often lightless and disarranged – 

they would carefully show us around and explain to us their situation. These 10+ years old 

apparently are no longer kids; their sensibleness and resilience deserve our admiration.

Despite their unfavourable circumstances, they do what they deem happy in earnest. They 

do not will such suffering at home, and it is not something that they can change. Although 

I am saddened by their plight, I can only do that much; we are not omnipotent, but we can 

do our very best in helping them in every conceivable way.

I recall how I, at times, will complain about fate and how unfair life is. Yet compared with 

them, I realize how fortunate we are – at least we have a complete and loving family. In 

contrast, these school kids may not have parents – even if they have, their parents do not 

know how to express their love and care for the kids. What many people 

regard as trivial is a luxury to these kids. They have clearly reflected 

their yearning for recognition and encouragement from their parents.

The camp came to an end, and so we parted. Volunteers from Hong 

Kong went back, and we, volunteers from the mainland, also returned 

to our social circle. Even though we were unwilling to leave, we knew 

that we parted only for the next reunion and the next sharing. Our 

Father in Heaven has plans for us, and it is in His plans that we come 

together, we part, and we return and part again. I am thankful, and I 

am also grateful for all these.
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Act Now
In support of Little One Poverty Relief Ltd:

  I wish to donate $1500 to support a student lunch fee for 1 year  
 (I will support       no. of students)
 I wish to give to support food parcel:
 HK$2,000  HK$1,000  HK$500  HK$     
 I wish to give to support library corner: 
 HK$2,000  HK$1,000  HK$500  HK$     
 I want to make a one-off donation of 
 HK$2,000  HK$1,000  HK$500  HK$     

Donation Method
  Crossed cheque:  
 Payable to "Little Ones  
 Poverty Relief Ltd"
  Direct debit to our bank:  
 HSBC:614-036200838

Donor information (Please write in Block Letter)
Name (Mr/Miss/Mrs): Surname             First Name             
Name in Chinese:                 Email Address           
Address:                       Tel:                
Signature:                     Date:               

Please return the completed form and enclose the original copy of bank-in slip/crossed cheque to 
the Account Dept. of Little Ones Poverty Relief Ltd (Mailing Address: Little Ones Poverty Relief Ltd, 
P O Box 11163, General Post Office, Hong Kong)

 Cheng Chao
I was very glad that I participated in the Little Ones summer camp. I made many friends 

there, who helped me a lot and exposed me to many different cultures. When I was with 

them, I laughed genuinely and I really enjoyed it.

While laughing with the kids in the camp, I was led to ruminate on life. Despite learning 

and living in a poor environment, they still live on. This struck a chord in me, making me 

want to help the kids in the long term.

During our home visit, we met a girl called Xiao Qian. She had a very complicated family 

background, whose degree of complexity was beyond what I had ever 

come across. Her parents have divorced and no longer take care 

of her. Coupled with a poor living environment, the girl was forced 

to grow up and understand the cruelty of life. I hope I can continue 

to help her next time, and I hope that more people will volunteer at 

the Little Ones, so as to achieve a target that I set for myself at 

high school. I also hope that through this platform at the Little 

Ones, I will be able to bring more assistance to these kids, give 

them warmth and bring them some good memories. I hope that 

we will work even harder and help them more – not only filling their 

stomach, but their mental needs. At the same time, I would like 

to thank our charitable Hong Kong compatriots, without whose 

funding this summer camp would not have been successful.

Little Ones Summer Camp
The Little Ones Summer Camp successfully came to a close  
on 5 July. Below are some of the thoughts of our volunteers.

 Ah Nam
I was glad to be a part of the four-day community service. As I 

became a volunteer at the Little Ones, I realized how narrow I had 

been, and I am now conscious of the social responsibility of a 

Christian.

I was very happy to be able to sing and play with kids living in the 

outskirt of town and city cracks. It felt like as if I had returned to my 

childhood, and naturally I allowed myself to be childish as well. Yet 

when I chatted with them about their families, I became aware of 

how difficult and bitter their lives, plagued by poverty, must have 

been. I then realized that my “unfortunate” childhood was actually 

very fortunate. At least I did not have to worry about food or school. And they? These 

young kids have to cook on their own, do the laundry, or even their family’s laundry.

The parents of most of these children are migrant workers. They are not much educated, 

and therefore they take up the lowest, the most tiring and difficult jobs. They sweat and 

toil every day and barely make ends meet. They simply do not have extra time and effort 

to care for their kids and their growth. Many parents think: it’s already very good that I can 

send you to school, and you talk to me about growth? Some kids have to drop out from 

school, especially girls. They lack not only materially, but also spiritually. The supposedly 

sunny and carefree childhood is full of worries, and their future is bleak.

During the four days, I was indeed physically worn out, but mentally full. I wish that time 

would tick away slower, so that I could have done more. I used to think: I could not do 

much, and I could not change society much, so I only have to do my job. In fact, I could 

have done much more – as long as I am willing, as long as I want, and as long as I try. 

Even though I cannot change this society, I can still give my love 

to those in need, especially the kids who struggle with sorrow in 

their young age.

At the same time, I also hope that the local university students will 

care not only the brothers and sisters, relatives and schoolmates 

around them, but also society and what society needs, and will 

give their love. Perhaps the love of each of us is small, but if we 

all pour our love on one spot, it will grow into a sea of love.


